Abstract. Characterization can reflect objectivity and represent objective things. With the development of pharmacology of Chinese Medicine in recent years and the deepening of animal model research in Chinese medicine, how to accurately and quickly copy the successful model animals according to the characterization has become a new direction to be studied urgently. In this paper, it includes the meaning of the method of characterization and the status quo of the research, the application of the method of characterization in the animal model of Chinese medicine, and the evaluation and evaluation of the value and prospect of the evaluation of animal model in the study. We refers to an accurate, intuitive and convenient Of the Chinese animal model evaluation method to establish a certain theoretical basis. It aims to establish an accurate, intuitive and convenient method for the evaluation of animal model to provide a theoretical basis.
Introduction
Characterization, also known as knowledge representation, is intended to be one of the core concepts of cognitive psychology. It can reflect the objective things, and be on behalf of objective things. With the development of pharmacology of Chinese Medicine in recent years and the deepening of animal model research in Chinese medicine, how to accurately and quickly model the successful model animals according to the feature representation has become a new direction to be studied urgently.
In this paper, We will talk about the meaning of the method of characterization and the status quo of the research, the application of the method of characterization in the animal model of Chinese medicine, and the evaluation and evaluation of the value and prospect of the evaluation of animal animal model in the study. It aims to establish a certain theoretical basis, so that we could establishan accurate, intuitive and convenient Of the Chinese animal model evaluation method.
The Meaning of the Method of Characterization and the Status Quo of the Research
The term "characterization" in this context refers to the characteristic manifestation of animal appearance. "governing exterior to infer interior" and "holism" is the core content of Chinese Medicine diagnosis, emphasizing the human body is a complete whole. So under the pathological state, it can be achieved by external symptoms to infer the internal organs of the pathological changes. The essence of the method is using the characterization analysis. Human and nature are a whole, and, in pathological conditions, different models of animals will show different animal characterization, for example, some used streptozotocin to replicate SD rats diabetes model [1] , the normal group of rats hair luster ,and it is normal, and the activities of them are normal, responsive. Compared with the blank group rats, the model group were diabetic typical of more than drink polyuria and weight loss symptoms, accompanied by apathetic, unresponsive and sensitive, Hair color and other symptoms; studies have shown that the model of benign prostatic hyperplasia model can occur less typical symptoms of urine, so we can simply observe the cleanliness of the litter to determine the modeling situation [2] ; There are different methods of rat Menopausal syndrome model [3] , which collectively characterized by weight loss, in addition, perimenopausal syndrome, depressive symptoms such as depression, decreased the number of activities, decreased sugar consumption, perimenopausal syndrome, insomnia Sexual characteristics of the circadian rhythm and sleep disorders, etc .; characterization evaluation is also used for cerebrovascular disease animal model of the application of neurological function score is an important indicator of cerebral ischemia animal model evaluation, the current use of ZeaLonga Five grading standards [4] ; cyclophosphamide-induced immunosuppressive mice in the injection of cyclophosphamide 3 days after the emergence of weight loss, curl, closed eyes and other symptoms, and normal mice were significantly different [5] . In addition, the characterization evaluation is also widely used in behavioral abnormal animal model evaluation. Characterization index is the most intuitive model evaluation index, therefore, in the process of screening the animal model, according to the changes in characterization, effective and efficient screening of the model replication of successful animals.
The Application of the Method of Characterization in the Animal Model of Chinese Medicine
In the animal experimental study, under the standard feeding environment, the normal animal hair is smooth and shiny, coat color is normal, rhythmic behavior, moderate drinking water, weight is relatively constant, less volatile, or with the animal Age increased and showed an increasing trend. In the pathological state, in addition to changes in biochemical indicators, the characterization of the characteristics of the animals' obvious changes will occur. In terms of the degree of change in the index, the following words are commonly used in existing animal experiment scientific papers [6] - [25] . From the table 1 and Table 1 , cont. Evaluation of characterization in animal model evaluation has a certain application. And the current mature animal model also has a unique behavioral scoring criteria, such as the use of ZeaLonga Five grading scale in cerebral ischemic animal models [21] ;It could use BBB score score to evaluate the rat spinal cord injury model [22] ;Laboratories on the skin disease model have sets of independent behavioral evaluation criteria, such as sore model score criteria [23] , body ringworm symptom score standard [24] . And for articular inflammatory diseases, behavioral disorders [25] and the like, the specific characterization can be scored by the instrument.
The Evaluation and Evaluation of the Value and Prospect of the Evaluation of Animal Model
Presently, there are some progresses in the research on the evaluation of the animal model. At present, two kinds of research ideas [26] are proposed, which are based on the characteristics of Chinese medicine clinical disease, As well as the "four diagnostic methods" reverse dialectical thinking model research, and at present, some scholars have successfully established rats, mice, miniature pigs and other illness combination model, involving the symptoms, including yin deficiency syndrome, yang deficiency syndrome, syndrome of blood stasis, dampness-phlegm syndrome, syndrome of qi deficiency, syndrome of stagnation of liver qi and spleen deficiency and so on. However, there are still some problems in the evaluation of the existing indicators and the terminology analysis described in the above literature. (1) At present, there is no in-depth study on the method of characterization for characterization analysis. (2) The application of apparent indication evaluation in animal experiment and animal model evaluation is not based on uniform and systematic criteria. In addition to individual research, animal model has a set of grading evaluation methods or individual laboratory The subjective degree is mainly based on the subjective level of the experimenter, and the result is not conducive to the development of the apparent indication evaluation. (3) In recent years, the research on the evaluation of animal model of Chinese medicine began to appear sporadically, but there is not yet a complete evaluation system of animal model. Animal model characterization is very meaningful, which can be reflected from the overall level of animal body pathology. Therefore, the current research on animal model characterization index evaluation system should be meticulous, in-depth and systematic research. The key to the research of animal model characterization is how to set up data for the collection of characterization indicators, how to unify the norms and standards of evaluation , and how to eliminate human error, etc..Be committed to overcome these problems should be the future of Chinese medicine animal model characterization evaluation of the focus. Therefore, it is possible to establish a set of quantitative or semi-quantitative grading evaluation system, but also to develop the instrument and equipment which can be used to characterize the evaluation of indicators. This will help to quantify the grading evaluation of the index, and provide the basis for the application of the evaluation method. The application of this quick and easy method to evaluate the evaluation of animal models and animal experiments.
